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Schooldays
“...’course when I went to
school 150 years ago our
mums didn’t have no cars
to take us in and we
didn’t have no
buses we could
catch, so we had
to walk didn’t we?
I walked three miles
to school in a morning
and three miles back
home again at night and it
didn’t matter what the
weather was like neither!”

“An’ when you got to school and went into the classroom, that
was it! You filed into your seats, boys on one side of the
room, girls on the other and we daren’t make a sound or
there’d be trouble - yes - you’d get the cane! I used to get
the cane for everything - whispering to the boy I sat next to,
being late in the morning, fighting in the yard, getting my
sums wrong - you name it, I was always in trouble.”
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“I didn’t like school very much anyway, I couldn’t remember
anything! Anyway, who cares when Queen Victoria was born or
how far round the world it is in rods, feet and barleycorns?
And it were so cold in the winter and ‘cos I had to sit at the
back I sometimes kept my coat on. It were only the teacher’s
favourites that got to warm themselves by the big black stove
in the corner of the room.”
“I were always glad when it were playtime and we could get
outside, but no sooner had we got into a game when the
teacher would come and get us ‘cos it were our turn to clean
the schoolroom or maybe he wanted his garden dug!”

“Yep, I were glad when I took the inspector’s test, left school
and went to work on the farm with my dad. You know, he
taught me everything I needed to know about farming and
they didn’t teach you that in school.
I was glad to see the back of teacher’s cane - an’ all that
readin’, ‘ritin’, and ‘rithmetic - fact is, I can’t rightly see what
use it was!”
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Schooldays
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CHORUS:
So learn your letters, learn your sums
Or the cane will stripe your hand.
For it’s reading, writing, ‘rithmetic
To work upon the land.

1. It’s seven o’clock on a week-day morn
When we set out to walk,
Our feet all pinched and our boots all worn
Too tired and cold to talk.
Three miles or more along the lane
When we hear the school bell ring
And we know we can’t be late again
Or the cane our hands will sting.
CHORUS: So learn your letters...

4. And in the middle of the day
We eat our bread and lard
And from the classroom run away
And play out in the yard.
But the teacher’s garden needs a spade
And the schoolhouse needs a clean;
We’re drilled like soldiers on parade
To keep us fit and keen.
CHORUS: So learn your letters...

2. In the classroom stand up straight,
Praise the Lord on high.
The little ones scratch on their slates
While we our tables cry.
It’s three times six and ten times five
While toes and fingers freeze,
And teacher’s pets sit round the stove
And toast their hands and knees.
CHORUS: So learn your letters...

5. One stripe for being late at morn
And two for playing the fool,
Three for disobedience
Or whistling in the school.
For inky smudges on our work
Or fighting in the yard Six of the best just where it hurts,
Was ever life so hard?
CHORUS: So learn your letters...

3. There’s cards of sums that must be done,
How many yards and feet,
Furlongs, rods and barleycorns
To ring the world complete?
How many dates in history
That all the boys must know?
While the girls sit round with poor box clothes
And learn to knit and sew.
CHORUS: So learn your letters...

6. And so our childhood passes by
Until there comes the day
That we must take the inspector’s test,
Then go to earn our pay.
And so we go out on the land
Like our fathers did before,
And pens and sums and teacher’s cane
We’ll never see you more.
CHORUS: So learn your letters...
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Hey! Shoo all the Birds.

The bars between * and * are repeated and another line added each time.
Hey! Shoo all the birds.
Hey! Shoo all the birds.
Out of my master’s ground into Tom Tucker’s ground,
Out of Tom Tucker’s ground into Tom Tinker’s ground.
Hey! Shoo all the birds.
2nd time:
Out of my master’s ground into Tom Tucker’s ground,
Out of Tom Tucker’s ground into Tom Tinker’s ground.
Out of Tom Tinker’s ground into Luke Cole’s ground,
3rd time:
Out of my master’s ground into Tom Tucker’s ground,
Out of Tom Tucker’s ground into Tom Tinker’s ground.
Out of Tom Tinker’s ground into Luke Cole’s ground,
Out of Luke Cole’s ground into Bill Veater’s ground,
4th time:
Out of my master’s ground into Tom Tucker’s ground,
Out of Tom Tucker’s ground into Tom Tinker’s ground.
Out of Tom Tinker’s ground into Luke Cole’s ground,
Out of Luke Cole’s ground into Bill Veater’s ground,
Out of Bill Veater’s ground back to my master’s ground.
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Nowadays tractors pull seed drills across
vast fields and sow the land with corn wheat, oats, barley and rye. One
hundred and fifty years ago there were
no tractors or seed drills, so the
corn was sown in much smaller
fields by men using seed bags old hessian sacks, cut down and
hung around the neck and filled with
the seed which was then scattered by hand
onto the surface of the soil.
A horse drawn harrow would
then help to cover the seed, but this took a
long time and didn’t bury it very deep - and
there were plenty of hungry birds about...
A small child, maybe as young as six or
seven, would often be given a clapper made
from three bits of wood tied together with a
piece of string, or a tin can and a stick, and
then be trusted with the very important job of
guarding the field and scaring off the birds.
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Windy Old Weather

* pronounced HAZEBOROUGH
1. As we were a-fishing off *Happisburgh light,
Shooting and hauling and trawling all night.
CHORUS: In this windy old weather, stormy old weather,
When the wind blows, we’ll all pull together.
2. Then up jumped a herring, the queen of the sea,
Says, “Now old skipper, you can’t catch me!”
CHORUS: In this...
3. Then round comes a plaice, with spots on his side,
Says, “Not much longer these seas you can ride.”
CHORUS: In this...
4. Then round comes a mackerel with stripes on his back,
Says, “Now old skipper, you’ll shift your main tack.”
CHORUS: In this...
5. Then up jumps a sprat, the smallest of all,
Says, “Now old skipper, you’ll soon lose your trawl.”
CHORUS: In this...
6. Then up rears a conger as long as a mile,
“Wind’s turning eastward,” he says with a smile.
CHORUS: In this...
7. I think what these fishes are saying is right,
We’ll haul up our gear and head for the light.
CHORUS: In this...
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The modern fishing trawler is a strong
steel vessel with powerful diesel engines
and a radio to keep in touch with the land.

It can stay out at the fishing
grounds for months at a time
and uses sonar echo-location to
help find the shoals of fish.
Even so, the life of a fisherman has never
been easy; the work is hard, cold and often
dangerous. How much more so then in the
days before diesel engines when the trawlers
were made of wood, had sails and were at the
mercy of wind and tide.

Out at sea the fishermen had no contact with home,
no radio to give them friendly warning of
approaching storms. The shoals had to be found
using skill and experience with a helping of luck!

But they knew the fish
they hunted, they sang about
them, they even sang to them
and had a respect for them
all: herring, cod, plaice,
mackerel, haddock, sprat,
the great conger eel...
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The Lincolnshire Poacher

1. When I was bound apprentice in famous Lincolnshire,
Full well I served my master for more than seven year,
‘Til I took up a-poaching, as you shall quickly hear...
CHORUS: Oh, it’s my delight on a shining night in the season of the year,
Oh, it’s my delight on a shining night in the season of the year.
2. As me and my companions were setting of a snare,
‘Twas then we spied the gamekeeper, for him we do not care,
But we can wrestle and fight me boys, and jump out anywhere.
CHORUS: Oh, it’s...
3. As me and my companions were setting four or five,
And when we took them up again, we’d caught a hare alive,
We caught that hare alive, me boys, and through the woods did steer.
CHORUS: Oh, it’s...
4. Well I threw her over me shoulder, me boys, and then we trudged off home,
We took her to a neighbour’s house and sold her for a crown,
We sold her for a crown me boys, but I did not tell you where!
CHORUS: Oh, it’s...
5. Success to every gentleman that lives in Lincolnshire.
Success to every poacher that wants to sell a hare.
Bad luck to every gamekeeper that cannot sell his deer.
CHORUS: Oh, it’s...
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For the ordinary working man and his family
food was often very scarce, and low wages meant
that meat was a luxury few could afford, so
although it was against
the law, many men went poaching catching rabbits, pheasants, deer,
in fact whatever they could, from
the woods and fields of the local
landowner.
Choosing a calm moonlit night, they would
do their utmost to outwit the gamekeepers
so that they could catch food to feed their
families, or to sell for extra money.
If they were caught, their arguments
that hares and rabbits belonged to everyone
fell on deaf ears - they faced imprisonment,
transportation to Van Diemens Land*
for seven or fourteen years, or even the
death sentence.
The Lincolnshire poacher in this song seems sure that he won’t get caught
and sings of the joys of poaching...
*now Tasmania
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The Windmill

CHORUS: And the wind it blows over the land,
Turning the sails around, turning the sails around.
1. High on a hill a giant stands,
His arms are open wide.
His coat of stone hides cogs and wheels
All rattling round inside.
CHORUS: And the wind...
2. The corn is like a golden sea
Flowing round the hill,
It’s cut and threshed and loaded high
And carted to the mill.
CHORUS: And the wind...
3. Dusty Miller works the mill,
The wind is in his power.
The sails they turn, the great stones spin
And grind the grain to flour.
CHORUS: And the wind...
4. From hill to hill the giants wave,
The good land keeps them fed.
A thousand millstones rumble round
To make our daily bread.
CHORUS: And the wind...
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Harnessing the power of nature; on every hill,
graceful giants of a bygone age!
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Follow the Plough

CHORUS: Arise, arise and come with me now,
For we’re all jolly fellows that follow the plough,
Arise, arise and come with me now,
For we’re all jolly fellows that follow the plough.
1. At four in the morning it’s up we do rise
And off to the stables we merrily flies.
We harness our horses, then off we do go,
For we’re all jolly fellows that follow the plough.
CHORUS: Arise, arise...
2. Our master came to us and thus he did say,
“What have you been doing boys, all this long day?
You’ve not ploughed your acre, I’ll swear and I’ll vow
That you’re all lazy fellows that follow the plough!”
CHORUS: Arise, arise...
3. Our carter turned round and he thus made reply,
“We’ve all ploughed our acre, you’ve told us a lie.
We’ve all ploughed our acre, I’ll swear and I’ll vow
That we’re all jolly fellows that follow the plough.”
CHORUS: Arise, arise...
4. Our master turned round and he laughed at the joke,
“It’s past two o’clock boys and time to unyoke.
Unharness your horses and rub them down well
And I’ll give you a jug of my very best ale!”
CHORUS: Arise, arise...
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On farms in the past, horses did all the work we see tractors doing
today - hauling logs from the woods or pulling carts and waggons full
of hay, seed or manure. Out on the land they would pull harrows,
rollers, rakes and, most important of all, ploughs.

The ploughs would be pulled by one, two, or sometimes more horses,
maybe with a boy leading or riding the front horse. The ploughman
would walk behind the plough, steering it along, and it was his job to
plough an acre of land in a day. This meant getting up at four o’clock
in the morning to get the horses ready for the days work, then
ploughing an acre by three o’clock in the afternoon when the darkness
of winter came on.
Nowadays a modern tractor and plough can do the same amount of
work in under an hour!
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Truro Whitsun Fair

1. Old Bill was bent on a holiday,
Holiday, holiday.
To Truro town he made his way.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

5. The strongman’s booth it drew him in,
Drew him in, drew him in,
To try his strength he did begin.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

2. The fair was held at Whitsuntide,
Whitsuntide, Whitsuntide,
On the green by the riverside.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

6. But he couldn’t lift the weight at all,
Weight at all, weight at all,
The strongman made him look very small.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

3. Well poor old Bill he bowled for a pig,
Bowled for a pig, bowled for a pig,
Dressed in all his finest rig.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

7. The swingboat beckoned to poor old Bill,
Poor old Bill, poor old Bill,
But ended up making him very ill.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

4. But poor old Bill he couldn’t see straight,
Couldn’t see straight, couldn’t see straight,
Throwed his bowls like a figure of eight.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

8. So then he went to make a face,
Make a face, make a face,
The horse’s collar was just the place.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.

9. So Bill he homeward makes his way,
Makes his way, makes his way,
His money all gone in a single day.
CHORUS: Early in the morning.
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Of course we all know what fairs are like today - big
noisy places full of people out to have fun and
spend their money - and there are flashing electric
lights and electric rides like the dodgems
and the ghost train.
Well the fair in this song is not like that
because this is a Victorian country fair.
Although they had no electricity, they still had noise
and bustle - and they had rides, some working by steam
like the ‘merry-go-round’ and the ‘golden gallopers’,
and some worked by muscle power like the swingboat.
There were sideshows: coconut shies,
strongmen, india-rubber men, fat ladies,
bearded ladies and contests such as bowling for
the pig and gurning - which is another name for an ugly face
competition!
In this song, Bill, a poor farm worker, spends one of his few holidays
at the fair, hoping to win a prize or two. Will he return home
disappointed?
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The Sailboat Malarkey

1. Oh tell me, tell me, what is her name?
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
Oh tell me, tell me, what is her name?
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
2. And tell me, where does this good ship sail?
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
Around Cape Horn, that’s where she sails.
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
3. I heard, I heard the old man say,
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
We’re sailing at the break of the day.
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
4. I heard the blackbird say to the crow,
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
Well up aloft the sail it must go.
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
5. And what do you think we get to eat?
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
It’s lousy biscuits and maggoty meat!
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
6. And tell me, who was it built this good ship?
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
It was Richardson, Richardson, they built the ship.
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
7. So tell me, tell me, what is her name?
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
Oh tell me once more, what is her name?
CHORUS: It’s the sailboat Malarkey.
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In Victorian times sail was largely giving way to steam but the design and build
of sailboats had improved so much that they were still serious contenders for
some trade, especially in terms of speed.
Life on board was hard and dangerous for the sailors - out on deck in all
weathers, climbing up the masts and spars and hauling on huge ropes, constantly
trimming sails to gain maximum speed while out at sea.
Of course, before they could even set sail they had to pull up the heavy anchor
from the sea bed.
On the deck of the ship was
a strong post with slots cut
around the top, and into the
these the sailors would
insert long poles, which, if
you gazed down on it, would
look very much like the
spokes of a large wooden
cartwheel. This post was
known as the CAPSTAN.
A thick rope would be wrapped around the capstan, and if you followed this rope
over the deck of the ship, into the sea and down to the sea bed, you would
discover that the anchor was secured at the other end.
The sailors would start pushing on the poles, turning the capstan and slowly
hauling the heavy anchor from the depths.
This was a long job, maybe as long as five or six hours on some ships, and so, in
order to help the sailors keep a steady pace, all pushing at the same time, and
to help them through the monotony of the task, they would sing a special type
of working song called a SHANTY.
There would often be a leader - the shanty man,
who would sing or maybe play a fiddle to keep the
sailors in time.
Because this shanty was sung when working the
capstan, it is known as a capstan shanty. There
were different types of shanty for different jobs:
capstan shanties, halyard shanties, pump shanties,
foresheet shanties...
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Jenny the Housemaid
A ‘petty place’ was the name given to the first job a
poor young girl might have as a housekeeper to a local
tradesman or professional gentleman like the doctor
or the parson and was generally very poorly paid.
In a country labourer’s family, the daughters would
be expected to earn a living as soon as possible, and
so, as young as twelve or thirteen years old, they
would be sent off to work as housemaids or kitchen
maids in the houses of the rich.
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The life of a housemaid was little better than
slavery, with long hours, few privileges and an
endless succession of dull and exhausting duties.
A young girl had to be strong and determined to
survive such a life and her only hope was to rise
through the domestic ranks to the position of
cook or housekeeper - or she could dream and
hope for marriage.
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Jenny the Housemaid
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1. When Jenny was twelve from the school she was taken, a petty place mother had found in the town
To clean and keep house for a parson forsaken, one shilling a week he would gladly lay down.
After a year she had need to do better, to help her poor family was her intent,
So she found employment as lowly fourth housemaid, just thirteen years old, to the great hall she went.
CHORUS:
Clean Jenny clean, sweep Jenny sweep, your time’s not your own between waking and sleep.
Clean Jenny clean, sweep Jenny sweep, it’s hard for a young girl in service.
2. At five o’clock Jenny she rises each morning to open the shutters and clear out the grate.
Clean the main hall and take tea to the housekeeper, woe betide Jenny if she arrives late.
Fill the brass cans with hot water for washing and take them to master and mistress upstairs,
Blacklead the fenders and beat out the hearthrugs,then run to hear master say nine o’clock prayers.
CHORUS: Clean Jenny clean...
3. Then until noon Jenny fetches and carries coals to the sitting room, sheets for the beds.
Lunchtime is over, and then for an hour the housemaids escape to rest their weary heads.
All the day long it’s dust every corner, polish the silver and make the brass shine,
Scrub all the doorsteps and wash all the windows, then crawl up to bed when the clock has struck nine.
CHORUS: Clean Jenny clean...
4. Down below stairs there’s a regular army sitting in order at meal times to dine:
Four tired young housemaids, a cook and housekeeper, two hall boys, two footmen and butler so fine.
Poor Jenny sits at the end of the table, she’s at their beck and call, no matter who;
The cook wants her snuff and the butler his paper and Jenny’s the youngest, so what can she do?
CHORUS: Clean Jenny clean...
5. One half day a week Jenny has for her holiday, two weeks a year she’s allowed to go home.
Six pounds a year is the wage that they pay her and half of it Jenny sends home to her mum.
Each Sunday morning to church goes poor Jenny, she sits at the back and she prays for her life;
Prays for a man young and handsome to rescue her, take her away to become his good wife.
CHORUS: Clean Jenny clean...
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It’s a Number One’s Life

1. The lock gates creak open, the boat it slides past,
The paddles are raised and the water flows fast.
The weight has been gauged, so I pay the toll
It’s three farthings a ton when you’re carrying coal.
CHORUS: It’s a good life, a hard life, you’re travelling for days,
That’s a Number One’s life on the old waterways.
2. A sharp start in the morning’s required I say,
Be first to the tunnel tug, get on our way.
So three thirty sharp, my feet heavy as lead
I wake children and wife as I climb from my bed.
CHORUS: It’s a good life..
3. But we’ve beaten the rest and we get the first tow,
And into the black of the tunnel we go.
The horse is led off by my youngest son Bill,
To follow the horse path up over the hill.
CHORUS: It’s a good life....
4. We’re through Blisworth tunnel, but no respite yet,
The rain’s started falling, my clothes are all wet.
My wife steers the butty, our Jim leads the horse
As we silently follow the Grand Union’s course.
CHORUS: It’s a good life...
5. The paper mill chimneys breathe out clouds of steam
As we shovel the coal out from our narrow beam.
There’s sixty tons here to be transferred to land,
The dust gets in your lungs and it blackens your hand.
CHORUS: It’s a good life...
6. The brass is all polished, the paintwork’s washed down.
We head for the coalfields near old Ashby town.
The journey back up there will take us three days,
That’s a Number One’s life on the old waterways.
CHORUS: It’s a good life...
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A ‘Number One’ was the term used for a canal boatman who owned his own pair
of narrowboats. The whole family would live on the boats, sleeping in the small
cabins at the rear of them in very cramped conditions. The leading boat,
steered by the owner, was fastened by a rope to a horse. The trailing boat, the
‘butty’, steered by the owner’s wife or one of the children, would be towed along
behind. The horse would need to be led over the top of a tunnel, usually by one
of the younger children, while the boat was either *legged through or towed
through by the tunnel tug.
The boatmen were very proud of their boats and after the cargo had been
unloaded would set to, washing the paintwork and polishing the brass. They
would also save as much money as possible for boatyard bills, because the boat
would generally be docked every two years for maintenance and perhaps
repainting with the traditional rose and castle decorations.
They would work long hours, probably rising around four o’clock every morning
to attend to the horse and then travelling until dark, finally stopping to feed,
water and groom the horse and take him to the nearest stable for his night’s
rest. The horse was the most important member of the family - without him
the boat wouldn’t move! He received lots of care and attention, even having a
lace head-dress made for him to keep off the flies.
Tolls were paid according to the type and weight of the cargo - one penny a ton
for general merchandise, three farthings a ton for coal, one halfpenny a ton for
building materials and one farthing a ton for lime and limestone. The weight
was gauged by working out how far up the boat the waterline came.
Fully laden, an average speed of two miles an hour meant a journey from the
coalfields to the papermills, a distance of seventy or eighty miles, might take as
long as six or seven days, so it is hardly surprising that by the 1850’s, with
steam trains travelling at thirty miles an hour, the canal age was almost at an
end.

*legged - Teams of ‘leggers’ would lie on top of the boat and literally walk it
through the tunnel.
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The Blacksmith

1. When I was a lad at my father’s side, I worked at the bellows well sir.
Sparks would fly as the fire grew high ‘til it shone like the fires of hell sir.
Horses stamped in the stable yard, harness and cobbles ringing,
Then it’s out with the iron from the heart of the fire and set your hammer swinging.
CHORUS: The hammer rings and the anvil sings and the forge it roars likes a lion.
The fire it gleams and the water steams, as I work the red hot iron, as I work the red hot iron.
2. And now I’m a man and I work at the forge with a lad of my own at the bellows.
Though my face is black and my hands all cracked, I’m a lord amongst other fellows.
For I keep the horses plodding on, I keep the waggons rolling,
For I make a slave out of iron cold, now hear my hammer tolling.
CHORUS: The hammer rings...
The doctor’s hunter, the milkman’s nag, a dray horse or a pony.
I’ll shoe them all and they’ll never fall, though the road be hard and stony.
I’ll mend your harrow and I’ll mend your plough and I’ll give you all good greeting,
For the forge is the heart of the village and my hammer’s always beating.
CHORUS: The hammer rings...
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Travelling on the roads nowadays we sit bumper to
bumper in cars, or bounce along on buses, or if we
like fresh air and exercise we ride bicycles, but of
course years ago most people had to walk; and those
who didn’t walk rode on horses, or in carts and
coaches pulled by horses.
To protect their feet the horses wore horseshoes
made of iron, and, although iron is very hard, it still
wears out - so the horses had to
pay regular visits to the village blacksmith.
Most villages would have a blacksmith and he was a
very versatile worker who could shoe a horse, make a
wrought-iron gate or mend a plough and the hot,
noisy smithy where he worked could often
seem like the heart of the village.
There is still iron to be worked and horses to be shod, but where
is the village blacksmith now?
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Washing Day

1. The sky was overcast with cloud, soon the rain it fell,
My wife she beat the children and began to shout and yell,
She bade me with an angry look to, “Get out of the way!”
There’s never a bit of comfort here upon a washing day.
CHORUS: (twice) For it’s thump, thump, scold, scold, scrub, scrub away,
There’s never a bit of comfort here upon a washing day.
2. Well Kate she is a bonny wife, there’s none more free from evil,
Except upon a washing day when she’s the very devil!
The kittens playing on the hearth, they dare not even stay,
Away they jump, with manys the thump, upon a washing day.
CHORUS: For it’s...
3. My Uncle Albert came to dine upon fine meat and spuds,
Forgetting it was washing day and Kate was in the suds.
But what he had to dine upon, in truth I cannot say,
I’ll wager he’ll not come again upon a washing day!
CHORUS: For it’s...
4. So hiding in the corner as the steam it blows about,
I say a little prayer that I will see this long day out.
And when next washday comes around, the truth to you I’ll say I won’t be within twenty miles of home on washing day!
CHORUS: For it’s...
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Washing clothes isn’t too bad for most people today. Most houses have washing
machines - automatic washing machines - or there is the ‘launderette’ in the high
street. You put your clothes into the machine, add some washing powder, set
the dial, switch on, and with any luck, a little later, out come the clothes nice
and clean!
Well one hundred and fifty years ago it was a very different job.
Washing day was usually on a Monday and mum had to start very early in the
morning because the work would take all day.
She would start by drawing the water from a
pump or well in the back yard, then heat it up
in a ‘copper’ over the kitchen fire.
Then the washing would begin using a
washboard and a bar of smelly green soap; up
and down on the washboard, clothes and soap,
soap and clothes, one item at a time until the
wash was done.
Then out of the washing water and into clean,
cold, rinsing water; a thorough rinse, wring
everything out as dry as possible by hand or
with an old mangle, then hang it out to dry on
lines crisscrossing the yard while everybody
prayed that it wouldn’t rain!
If the children couldn’t help, the best thing
to do was to keep well out of the way.
Woe betide anyone who annoyed mum on a washing day...
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The Old Village Band
old

‘Cos

In the old days there used to be more village bands than there are now.
Before television and radio people had to make their own amusement and often they
would take to learning a musical instrument at home.
When they were good enough - and sometimes when they weren’t good enough - they
would join a village band.
Many villages had a band and it usually contained some well known village characters here’s a song about ours...
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1. The old village hall is all shaking about,
Crotchets and quavers are trying to break out.
Out in the street all the children shout,
“Hurray,” for the village band.
2. If you peep round the door on a Wednesday night,
The band will be practising with all it’s might.
The hall is in uproar, but please don’t take fright
‘Cos it’s only the village band.
CHORUS:
When the old village band begins to play,
It frightens the cats and the dogs away,
But the children all laugh and long for the day
When they’ll play in the village band.
3. The Young twins play cornets they’re on the front row,
To tell them apart is a problem you know
But one plays too high, the other too low
Dividing the village band.
4. There’s Biggins the butcher, the trombone he blows,
His arm’s strong from chopping as everyone knows.
Watch out for your hat if you’re on the front rows
When you play in the village band.
CHORUS: When the old village band...
5. There’s P.C. Pendragon, he plays the big bass,
His notes are like burglars, he has to give chase,
Like riding his bike, he’s all over the place
Arresting the village band.
6. And on the back row there’s old Mrs. Plum,
She’s hard of hearing, so bangs the big drum.
The plaster’s still falling all over the room
As she deafens the village band.
CHORUS: When the old village band...
7. Well what do I see marching off down the lane?
The dogs are all barking, the neighbours complain
But the children are cheering all over again,
“Hurray!” for the village band.
CHORUS: When the old village band...
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The Molly Dance
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Molly dancers were the morris dancers of the Cambridgeshire Fens.
They were farm labourers who went out dancing on ‘Plough Monday’, the first
Monday after Twelfth Night, to celebrate the start of the farming year.
They wore ribbons tied to their clothes, or ‘tatters jackets’ made from brightly
coloured strips of material.
One of the dancers would be dressed up as the ‘Molly’, ‘Betsy’ or ‘Bessy’ (a bit
like a Dame in a pantomime).
Taking a small plough with them, they would dance outside the larger houses in
the hope of receiving gifts of money from the owners, and anyone who didn’t
reach into his pocket for some loose change was quite likely to get his front
lawn ploughed up. Perhaps this is why they blackened their faces to avoid being
recognised!
They performed many dances, one of which was the broom dance.
This is the tune we use for our version of the dance.
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Sunday

In the last century over half the population went to church on Sunday all worshipping God
according to their different beliefs. There were Church of England services in every parish
and Roman Catholics attended mass. Other smaller, Christian groups known as nonconformists
worshipped in their own chapels. There were Methodists, Baptists, Congregationalists,
Quakers, Salvationists and many another though the different groups did not always see eye
to eye. Every respectable citizen, however, was expected to express a belief in God and laws
were passed to make Sunday a day of rest.
From a child’s point of view this ‘day of rest’ may have seemed the longest of the week. For
many, rich and poor, the day proved a solemn and arduous one. Church or chapel would be
attended in the morning and again in the evening and in the afternoon there would be Sunday
school or bible class. At home fun and games were not permitted, toys were put away and the
only books allowed were those of a moral or uplifting nature. Public sports and amusements
were forbidden and all shops were closed.
And all this had to be endured in ‘Sunday best’ clothes - stiff, starched collars, ties and
Sunday suits for the boys, petticoats and best dresses for the girls and hard, shiny, black
shoes. How they must have gazed out of the window and longed for escape.
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1. Monday, after school, is fine and Tuesday’s Boy’s Brigade,
Wednesdays we go fishing and on Thursdays band parade,
Then Friday’s nearly Saturday and Saturday’s a joy,
But, Sunday is just misery for every girl and boy.
CHORUS: For it’s Sunday clothes and Sunday shoes
And Sunday best behaviour.
Why does Sunday misery
Please our Sunday Saviour?
2. All our toys are snatched away, adventure tales as well;
Sunday reading solemn is to save our souls from Hell.
We have to sit sedate and still and think on being good
While sparrows chatter in the lane and doves call from the wood.
CHORUS: For it’s Sunday clothes...
3. Early in the morning and at eventide as well
We have to heed the summons from the solemn Sunday bell;
Stand up to sing, kneel down to pray or sit on pews like stone;
In winter freeze, in summer fry while Parson’s voice drones on.
CHORUS: For it’s Sunday clothes...
4. The afternoon is not our own, to Sunday school we’re sent,
There to learn about the Lord and hear the testament.
Our catechism we must know, likewise the Creed by heart
Or Parson’s wife will box our ears and make our knuckles smart.
CHORUS: For it’s Sunday clothes...
5. God made Sunday for our rest or so the people say,
But why is Sunday twice as long as any other day?
Surely it will pass away and then, with collars gone,
We’ll laugh and shout and run and play all out beneath the sun.
CHORUS: For it’s Sunday clothes...
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The Postman

CHORUS: Cheerily on his way he goes,
Taking the post to those he knows.
Through rain and hail and frost and snows.
The post has got to get through!
1. The post roads were a regular course,
Men stopped at a post to change over their horse,
But transport’s now the main moving force.
REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!
A train or a bicycle, ship or a van,
They’ve all been invented to help the postman!
He’ll carry your letters wherever he can.
REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!

3. So a contest was held and ideas were seen
One man suggested the head of the Queen.
They put it on stamps, Victoria was keen.
REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!
In the year Eighteen Forty, the sixth day of May,
In uniforms red, postmen went on their way,
And a penny black stamp was the duty to pay.
REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!

CHORUS: Cheerily on his way he goes...

CHORUS: Cheerily on his way he goes...

2. The post was a mess and could cost you dear,
Then Rowland Hill, he had an idea,
“I know what to do, and the reason is clear.”
REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!
“We need to made sure that everything’s weighed,
Then a table of charges for services made.
And stick on a stamp to show they’ve been paid.”
REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!

4. Well everything comes by post today.
Vans hurtle down the motorway,
Ordered last night, it’s here today.
REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!
There’s red vans and green vans and yellow vans too
Bringing postcards and letters to me and to you.
A packet of seeds, a seat for your loo REFRAIN: The post has got to get through!

CHORUS: Cheerily on his way he goes...

CHORUS: Cheerily on his way he goes...
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Although some sort of organised postal service had been in place
from the early 1700’s, delivery times and charges as well as methods
of payment were in disarray.
Sir Rowland Hill was the secretary to The Post Office and as such
had been responsible for reorganising rural and urban posts as well as
establishing London’s postal districts. In 1837 he published a
pamphlet, “Post Office Reform: its Importance and Practicability” in
which he argued for a system based on weight at a uniform, pre-paid
levy. He proposed the use of stamped stationery and envelopes, later
adding that “...a bit of paper covered at the back with a glutinous
wash” could also be used.
After a two year campaign, a uniform penny postage was implemented
on the 10th January 1840 and the pre-paid penny black postage stamp
was officially issued in May of that year. To Hill’s surprise, his
secondary idea of a postage stamp was an immediate success while
the stamped stationery was shortly withdrawn.
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A Full Head of Steam

In 1825 George Stevenson began the first public railway, the Stockton and Darlington line
and four years later, with the Liverpool and Manchester Railway, using his steam engine
‘Rocket’, he introduced the first passenger service. The following years brought a boom in
railway building that saw the creation of 250 separate companies in Britain and a network of
rail linking cities, towns and villages all over the country.
In 1844 the ‘Cheap Trains Act’ provided daily trains costing the traveller one penny a mile.
Before this third class passengers had ridden in open, goods trucks at a penny-halfpenny a
mile. The development of ‘Pullman’ coaches and dining cars made journeys more comfortable
for wealthy passengers. Queen Victoria herself travelled to Balmoral in a luxurious, private
carriage built for her in 1869.
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1. There’s thunder rumbling through the hills, the horses jump and run,
We are the boys to make the noise, our day has just begun;
Hear our whistle blowing shrill and hear the engine roar,
We’re the driver, guard and fireman on the seven twenty-four.
CHORUS: The times are moving forward and the past is just a dream
As we rattle through the valley with a full head of steam,
A full head of steam.
2. No more the country carrier will nod behind his horse,
We’ll take his post and parcels all now we’re the moving force;
We’ll rush from town to city or across from shore to shore,
We’re the driver, guard and fireman on the seven twenty-four.
CHORUS: The times are moving forward...
3. We help the nation’s industry and English pockets fill,
We carry black coal from the mine, white cotten to the mill;
We bring fine goods from seaport town and food from farmers’ store,
We’re the driver, guard and fireman on the seven twenty-four.
CHORUS: The times are moving forward...
4. Our shining rails run on and on, our future is well planned,
With iron and with clouds of steam we’ll build a happy land;
There’s never any turning back, of that we’re very sure,
We’re the driver, guard and fireman on the seven twenty-four.
CHORUS: The times are moving forward...

Everyone, however, benefited from the speed, safety and comfort of the developing railway
though none more so than the railway companies themselves. Between 1845 and 1890 the sale
of first-class tickets doubled and third-class sales multiplied by thirty-two!
A growing goods service brought advantages too. Farm produce arrived fresh in the towns
every day and goods were moved from production to distribution quicker and in greater bulk
than ever before. Communication was cheaper as the railways made the ‘Penny Post’ possible.
A general, parcel post was added in 1883. British engines and rolling stock were exported
abroad; demands for coal, iron and steel increased steadily and throughout the system
thousands of jobs were created.
With the steam locomotive Victorian engineering reached one of its highest points and
probably the finest example was the ‘Single Stirling No.1’ express engine of 1870 that hauled
the ‘Flying Scotsman’ - perhaps the greatest in an era of famous trains.
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Wherever Will it End?
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The Victorian era was a time of change. Never before had so many discoveries, developments
and inventions appeared in such a short space of time and never before had the lives of so
many ordinary people been transformed. Many great men came to prominence: engineers,
scientists, inventors, industrialists, and their work, fuelled by the vast wealth of the British
Empire, altered the present and shaped the future.
Industrialisation changed patterns of work for huge numbers of people and few were
unaffected by rapid advances in transport, communication, medicine and technology in the
workplace and at home. From railways to bicycles, from vaccination to tinned fruit, life was
on the move.
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1. Brunel built mighty iron ships to steam across the sea;
Down below the cargo hatches there was room for football matches,
Maybe two or three, with fans and referee, incredible to see.
And he liked to play with trains and iron was his friend;
Railway traction was his gift and then he built the bridge at Clifton
Making it suspend, never to descend, wherever will it end?
CHORUS: Who would believe the changes that are happening these days?
Turn around and something new replaces good, old ways,
All the good, old ways.
2. Thomas Alva Edison in New York he did dwell,
His carbon lamp shone clear and bright, the very first electric light
The darkness to dispel, no gas or flame or smell, and sales of oil lamps fell!
Alexander Graham Bell a message was to send;
He made a call from Boston Town, his telephone won great renown,
It’s good to phone a friend, and drive him round the bend, wherever will it end?
CHORUS: Who would believe...
3. Photos are the fashion with the Kodak box machine;
Portrait painters tear their hair, while over in America
The movies steal the scene, upon the silver screen and theatre’s gone and been.
In the home it’s time for change, on that you may depend:
Frozen meat and fruit in tins, carpet sweepers, aspirins
And razors safe to send by post to your best friend, wherever will it end?
CHORUS: Who would believe...
4. And now the wretched motor car is racing here and there;
See the horses start and jump, victims of the petrol pump
And tyres filled with air, farriers despair, pedestrians beware!
Finally above us Heaven’s peace we can’t defend;
Zeppelins roar overhead and Mr. Wells* just lately said,
“A man you may depend, unto the moon we’ll send.” Wherever will it end?
CHORUS: Who would believe...

Society was changing too. In the past England had been described as a country of two nations
- rich and poor. Now, although shameful poverty still existed, the middle class was swelling
with skilled workers, traders, clerks and young people from poor backgrounds but now
educated for the professions. The gap between rich and poor was narrowing.
Of course, there were always people suspicious of change, reluctant to give up the old ways
and anxious to cling on to the familiar past.
*H.G.Wells
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Roy Griffiths, Barbara Griffiths and John Crowe form The Tollhouse Company
Company, a
professional touring musical theatre company who as well as working in schools presenting
history based musical shows for 4 - 11 year olds also has an on-going policy of providing
musical theatre for adult audiences.

SCHOOL/FAMILY SHOWS

Touring extensively since 1990 The Tollhouse Company has used its many talents to
“...delight, entertain and enlighten...” children in Primary schools all over the Country. The
'Tollhouse Box Shows' combine traditional and original music, song, drama and dance,
blending learning with fun, to bring to life many aspects of bygone times. The children are
involved in singing choruses, holding props, wearing costumes and simple role play.

Other shows currently available include:

‘Seasons For Sale’ - a musical journey through the seasons.
‘A Winter Mixture’ - Winter traditions, pastimes and customs
(Available during December only).

‘From Where We Are Today’ - Moments from 1,000 years of history
(Available from mid January 2000).

This book and accompanying CD ‘Horses, Housemaids & Hard Old Times’ - Victorian Life
Through Song - are revised and enlarged releases of a spiral bound book & cassette
previously available from BREWHOUSE MUSIC (BHC9224) and BREWHOUSE
PUBLISHING (ISBN 1 897895 00 3).

MUSICAL THEATRE FOR ADULTS

The Tollhouse Company’s first production, 'Between the Flat Land and the Sky' - A
Fenman's life in song, music and dramatic performance' - touring theatre for village halls
and similar venues - was first performed in November 1996 in four venues in East
Cambridgeshire with the support of ADEC (Arts Development in East Cambridgeshire) and
further tours throughout 1997 gained support and promotion from Huntingdonshire Arts,
Fenland Leisure Services and Forest Heath Leisure Services. 1998 saw further support
from Norfolk Rural Touring Arts and Lincolnshire Rural Arts.
A new ‘adult’ production is currently being written
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The Tollhouse Company has also worked in many community based projects including the Ely
Dance Summer School, the Cambridge Elgar Festival, The Welwyn Garden City Schools Music
Festival, The Cricklade Music Festival and the Huntingdon Summer School as well as a ten
day tour of the Channel Islands organised by the Channel Islands Music Council and two
concerts at Wimpole Hall, Cambridgeshire as part of the National Trust Centenary
Celebrations.
Since 1990 a series of successful week long Summer Schools for 6 - 11 year olds have taken
place in Huntingdon, Ely and Cambridge.
Previously, working under the name Witcham Toll, Roy, Barbara and John performed at folk
clubs and folk festivals throughout England, at Snape Maltings as part of the British Telecom
Proms Season and have made several appearances on National and Local television and radio.
The Tollhouse Company also plays for Barn Dances - an evening’s dancing for young and old
alike - and specialises in family events.
Other recordings and books are also available including
“Seasons for Sale”
(A musical journey through the seasons) [A4 BOOK & CD]

and “Between the Flat Land and the Sky”

(A Fenman’s life through song and narrative) [DOUBLE CD]

For up to date details about any of the above:
Telephone: +44 (0)1353 740101
E-mail: info@tollhouse.co.uk
Visit the web site: http://www.tollhouse.co.uk
or write to:
1 Station Cottages, Grunty Fen, Wilburton, Ely, Cambs CB6 3PZ UK
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"... A major contribution to children's experience of live music
and theatre - an excellent basis for further study of Victorian rural life
in particular and history generally." "...the use of music, artifacts and accurate historical
content skilfully combined to help children learn and remember."
Derbyshire History Adviser.
"...Our teachers continue to draw inspiration from the performance...
History and music came alive as promised."
Faversham Headteacher.
"...Your show sparked a great deal of discussion and gave us food for
thought in our study of life during the 19th Century."
Newark Deputy Headteacher.
"...in fact, one very unmusical boy expressed a preference for watching
you to going home at the end of the afternoon!"
Bury St. Edmunds Teacher.
"...I was very impressed with the professional approach to your work and the way you
integrated the children into your theme for the morning. This is sadly often missing from
other groups who visit."
Norfolk Headteacher.
“...we have had several bad experiences with other groups - but know that we can book you
with confidence.”
North Lincolnshire Teacher.
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